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I. Problem 
Consider a second-order differential equation 
(4f) ym=q{t)y 
with a periodic coefficient qe C°(R), q(t + n) = q(t) for all teR = (~oo, oo). 
According to Floquet Theory, (q) admits independent solutions u and v that 
satisfy 
either 
(1) u(t + n) = Q . u(t), v(t + n) = 1/e . v(t), Q*0 
or 
(2) u(t + n) = Q. u(t) + v(t), v(t + n) = Q . v(t), Q2 = 1. 
(Generally complex) numbers £ and 1/g are called characteristic (or Floquet's) 
multipliers of (q). 
The purpose of this paper is to give a description of the structure of classes of 
those oscillatory equations (q) that admit the same characteristic multipliers. 
II. Basic notions and relations 
When differential equations (q) have the same characteristic multipliers, their 
solutions still may behave in a different way with respect to the number of their 
zeros (on an interval). Following O. Bor&vka [5] we say that (q) is of category 
(1, k), k being a positive integer, if (q) is both side oscillatory (i.e., both for t -» — oo 
and for t -» +oo), it has real characteristic multipliers, and it admits a solution y, 
y(t0) = 0, for which t0 + % is the A:-th zero on the right of t0. In the case of complex 
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•characteristic multipliers e*« fl6 (0> n > ( a n d o n I y t h e n ) t h e g e n e r a l s o l u t i o n y 
of (q) can be written as 
(3) K o = C l « i i ^ ) i ± M , .,,+,)_w<cw 
I r (J) + 2fe 4- a |* 
-see [8]. Then (q) is of category (2, k). 
We say that differential equations (qx) and (q2) are of the same behavior if 
1. they have the sam^ characteristic multipliers, and 
2. they are of the same category, and 
3. if the relation (2) holds for a suitable pair of solutions of one equation, then 
it holds also for a suitable pair of solutions of the second equation, wronskians 
of the both pairs being of the same sign. 
The condition 3. is in a close relation to the problem of "the coexistence of 
periodic solutions" (see e.g. [2], [7]), since, in particular, if all solutions of (qx) are 
periodic, then the same is true for (q2). 
In accordance with [3], define a phase a : R -*• R of a pair r, s of independent 
solutions of (q) as a continuous function on R satisfying tan cc(t) = r(t)/s(t) on 
R - {/ e R; s(t) = 0}. Then a e C3(R), a'(f) # 0 on R, and the general solution y 
of (q) can be written in the form 
<4) y(t) = c< -—±-^——-^-, Ci and c2 being constants. 
If (q) is both-side oscillatory, then and only then a(R) = R. 
All bijections/: R -+ R,/(R) = R , / e C3(R), df(t)/dt ^ 0 on R, together with 
the composition rule form the group ®. The set of all phases of the equation y" = 
= — y on R is a subgroup (g of ©. If a is a phase of a both-side oscillatory (q), 
then all phases of (q) form the set (Ea = {ea; a e (£} that is an element of the right 
•decomposition of © with respect to G, ©/rG. . 
The elements of ©/rC£ are in 1 — 1 correspondence with both-side oscillatoric 
y(a"(0/aW+y 
- a'2(t), the function a is a phase of the differential equation y" = qa(t) y on R. 
The set §: = {/e©; f(t + rc) = / ( / ) + n . signf' for teR} is a subgroup 
of © and is called the group of elementary phases. For more details see [3]. 
In [4] O. Borftvka introduced a "block" of phases as an element of the least 
common covering of the right and left decompositions of © with respect to (E, 
i.e. for a given a e © a block is the set {axOLB2\ ei e 6, e2 6 (£} = (ga(£. There he 
also proved that all the differential equations (q), whose phases are in the same 
block, are of the same behavior. 
A natural question arose then, which blocks correspond to differential equations 
of a given behavior. The problem is solved in the theorem of the paper. 
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equations (q) on R, since for a e ®, qa(t): = - -^ (a (0/a'(0)'  - j - (a"(0K(0)
2 
III. Preparatory lemmas 
Let (q) be a 7r-periodic both-side oscillatory differential equation and a be 
a phase of (q). Then due to Floquet Theory and [5] 
sin a(t 4- n) sin a(0 cos a(0 
KT+loi* " C u K(0I* + Cl2 l«'(OI* 
cos a(* 4- rc) _ sin a(t) cos a(0 
\At + *)\*~C21W(t)\*+C"\At)[*' 
or 
<5) a(i* 4- n) = ea(0 for all t e R, 
-where 
/ ^ / \ A C n tgX 4- C12 m 
<6) a t x H a r c t g ^ ^ ^ e e , 
:arctg denoting a suitable branch of the function such that ae C3(R) (that is possible, 
since e(0 = a(a_ 1(0 + ?0). And also conversely: If a e(5 and (5) is satisfied 
for some e e 6 , then (q) with the phase a is a both-side oscillatory differential 
equation with n-periodic coefficient; see [5], 
The constant 2 x 2 matrix C formed by ctj (i,j = 1,2) from (6) is unimodular. 
It is evident for the special pair yx and y2 of independent solutions of (q) determined 
by the conditions yY(0) = 0, y[(0) = 1, y2(0) = 1, y2(0) = 0, where 
det € = det (y\^\ y ^ \ = wronskian of (y2,yx) = 1. 
And for other pairs of independent solutions, the corresponding matrix C is 
similar to C 
In such a situation it holds 
Lemma 1. If (q) is of category (1, k), then for each phase a of (q) there exists 
x0 e R such that 
(7) s(x0) = x0 4- kn . sign a' 
where s is determined by (5). 
Proof. Let t0 be a zero of a solution y of (q) and t0 4- n be the k-lh zero of y 
on the right of t0. Then due to (4) 
I a(r0 4- n) — a(to) I = kn, 
or 
a(i*0 4- n) = a(*0) 4- kn . sign a'. 
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From (5) we get ea(t0) = a(t0) + kn. sign a', and x0: = a(t0) completes the 
proof. • 
Lemma 2. If the relation (J) is satisfied for some phase a e © of (q) and some 
6 e S , and if (7) holds for an x0 € R, then (q) is n-periodic both-side oscillatory 
equation of category (1, k). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that (q) is of category (1, k). For t0: = a""
1^)* 
we have 
a(t0 + n) = eot(t0) = B(X0) = x0 + kn sign a' = a(**0) + kn sign a'. 
Hence the solution 
sin [a(0 - a(*0)] 
У(t): = 
|a'(0ľ* 
of (q) vanishes both at t0 and at t0 + n, t0 + n being the k-th zero of the y on the 
right of t0, since | a(t0 + n) - a(t0) | = kn. Such a solution y with the property 
cannot be of the form (3), hence (q) has real characteristic multipliers. I 
Lemma 3. If (q) is of category (2, k), then there exists a phase a of(q) satisfying (5)> 
for e: x i-* x + (2k + a)n9 as (0, 1). And conversely, if (5) holds for e(x) = x + 
+ (2k + a)n and a phase a of (q), then (q) is of category (2, k). 
Proof. (=*>). Due to the definition of category (2, fc), the form (3) of the general 
solution of (q) shows that P(t) + (2k + a) t + c2 = : a is a phase of (#). The 
phase a satisfies 
(8) a(r + n) = a(f) + (2fc + a) n9 
and hence (5) gives e(x) = x + (2k + a) TT for v * G R-
(<=). If (8) holds, then (see [1, p. 67] or [6, p. 163]) the general form for a solu­
tion a is a(t) = (2k + a) t + 0(t)» £>(* + n) = Q(t) for ¥ t e R . Such an a being: 
a phase of (q) implies the category (2, k) for (q)9 compare (3). I 
We shall need also 
Lemma 4. Let Cx and C2 be real unimodular similar 2x2 matrices. 
A. If their Jordan canonical form is 
(îЛH Q # 0, real, 
then there exist real and regular P and Q such that 
PCt = C2P and QCt = C2Q, 
det P and det Q being of the opposite signs. 
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3. If the Jordan canonical form of Cx and C2 is 
(*J±.H 
then the sign of the determinants of the real regular matrices P such that 
PCt = C2P 
is uniquely determined by Ct and C2. Moreover, in this case B, Ct is also simi-
lar to C2
 1 and for Q, for which 
QC, = c^Q, 
the sign of det Q is opposite to sign det P. 
Proof. A. There exist real regular matrices K and L such that 
KQK"1 ^LCzL'1 = / . 
For E: = ( ~ J we have E = E'1 and EJ = JE. Hence also 
EKCiK-^-1 =LC2L-
X = / . 
For P: = L'XK and Q: = L~XEK we get 
PCt = C2P and QQ = C2£? 
with sign det (P . Q) = sign det £ = - 1 . 
B. Let KCjK"1 =LC2L-
% = /*. Suppose PQ = C2P and PCt = C2P, 
sign det (Pi5) = - 1 . Then 
LPC^-'L-1 = / * and LPC^-'L'1 = /*, or 
(LPK-1) / • ( K P - ^ - 1 ) = /* and (LPK'1) /•(Ki5"1!,-1) = /*. 
Hence there exists a real regular 2x2 matrix D (equal to LPK"1 or LPK"1) with 
4et 2) < 0, such that 
D/* = J*D. 
That implies Z> = (^ J, y e R, 5 e R. Since det D = y2 > 0, we get a con-
tradiction. To finish the proof of the lemma, denote again E : = I 1 
and use the relation EJ*= J*~XE, to derive 









PCt = C2P and QCX = C2~
1Q, sign det (P . Q) = - 1 , 
for P:**L~lK and Q;~L~lEK I 
IV. Main result 
Theorem. Xei> (^j) be a both-side oscillatory differential equation on R with 
a %-periodic coefficient qx, and ax denote one of its phases. 
Differential equation (q2) is of the same behavior as (qx) if and only if a (then every) 
phase a2 of (q2) satisfies 
a2 = mxh 
for some ee<£ and h e §. 
Note. Hence there is a 1 — 1 correspondence between the decomposition of all 
7E-periodic both-side oscillatory differential equations (q) into classes of equations 
of the same behavior and the least common covering of the right decomposition 
of © with respect to (S, (5/r(g and the left decomposition of (5 with respect to §, 
Proof of theorem. (=>). In accordance with the notations introduced in the 
beginning of the Section III, let Cx and C2 stand for 2 x 2 matrices formed from 
constants (ctJ) of relation (6) considering with respect to (at this moment) arbitrary 
phases ott and a2 of (qx) and (q2), respectively. TJien the property 1. of the definition 
of behavior (Sect. I) implies the same characteristic values of Cx and C2, the 
property 3. gives the same elementary divisors of the both matrices. Hence Cx 
and C2 are similar and there exists a real regular 2x2 matrix C3 such that 
(9) C,C3 = c3c2. 
Denote by e3 a function from 6 that satisfies (6) with constants taken as elements 
of C3. Evidently sign a3 = sign det C3. The relation (9) gives 
£ie3(0 + mn = £362(0? m *~~ a n integer, 
or 
(10) Tme1e3 = e3e2, 
where xm denotes the translation xm(t) = t + mn. 
If (qx) is of category (1, k) and the case A in Lemma 4 holds for Cx and C2„ 
then C3 in (9) can be chosen such that sign det C3 = sign (ai . a2). We have 
a iT i — fiiai and a2Tx =€2a2 , or from (10), 
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(e3a2)T1 =e 3 e 2 a 2 = Tw£1(fi3a2). 
The function e3a2 is also a phase of (q2), since e3 e (£ (see Sect. II). According to* 
Lemma 1 there exists x0 e R such that 
ei(*o) = *o + kn sign a i , 
or 
Tmei(xo) = xo + kn sign a't + mn = x0 + kn sign (e3a2)' + mn. 
Since (q2) is also of category (1, k), Lemma 2 implies m = 0 for the relation (10). 
Let (qt) and (q2) be of category (1, k) and let the case B from Lemma 4 hold for 
C1 and C2. Due to 3. (see also (2)), we may choose phases a t and a2 corresponding. 
to the special pairs (w,, vt) and (w2, v2) of solutions of (qt) and (q2), resp., i.e. 
a l T l == £ l a l a n < i a2T l = e2a2> a i • a2 > 0, 
where both at and a2 satisfy (6) with C = J* =1 ~ I. Hence a2 = xmet. 
According to Lemma 1, e^xo) = x0 + kn sign ai for an x0 e R. Thus 
e2(x0) = T^^xo) = x0 + kn sign ai + mn = x0 + kn sign a2 + mn 
with Lemma 2 gives m = 0, or e2 = e t . For the case the relation (10) is satisfied 
for e3 = id with m = 0. 
For ( q j to be of category (2, k), let <xt denote the phase of (qt) that according, 
to Lemma 3 leads to et: xn> x + (2k + a) n. Then 
V i M = x + (2k + a + m) n, 
or 
s3a2(/ + n) = e3a2(0 + (2k + a + m) 7i. 
Since (q2) is of category (2, k), Lemma 3 gives m = 0. 
Summarizing our considerations, we get m = 0 for the relation (10) in all 
possible cases. Thus 
e1£3 = e3e2, 
(ai"1£1a1)a1'





a i " 1 £ 3
a 2e§ 
and a2 = eaXh for suitable e( = £j
 X) e (£ and A e § . 
In the cases when OL1 was not an arbitrary phase of (qt), but a special one the 
last relation remains true, because each phase of (qt) is of the form eat, ee(£, 
and hence again ee e G. In other words: Once a phase a2 of (q2) is of the form 
eath(e e G, h e § ) , then every phase of (q2) is of this form, since all phases of (f2) 
form the set (£a2. 
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(«=). Let (qx) be a both-side oscillatory 7i-periedic differential equation, <xx its 
phase, et determined by (5), Cx being 2x2 matrix of constants cu from (6). More-
over, let ge 6, Ae§ , a2 := 8axA, and a2 be a phase of (#2). Then a2(R) = R 
and (q2) is both-side oscillatory. Since 
a2xx = eaxhtx = eaxTsignh,. A = sef^'ajA = 
= eei^'e'hoL^ = ( M ^ V " 1 ) a2 = e2a2, 
and 
8efn AV1(=e2)6(E, 
#2 is 7r-periodie. If we write ee^^e"
1 in the form (6), the corresponding 2x2 
constant matrix C2 is similar to Cf
gnA'. Matrices Cx and CJ"
1 are similar, since 
due to (1) and (2), the product of the characteristic values of Cx is 1. Hence (qx) 
and (q2) have the same characteristic multipliers (=> 1.), and the elementary 
divisors of Cx and C2 are the same. For the condition 3. to be satisfied it is sufficient 
to show that if the differential equation (qt) admits a pair (ul9 vt) of solutions 
satisfying (2), then (q2) also has a pair (u2,v2) satisfying the same relation, 
wronskians of (ul9 vx) and (w2, v2) being of the same sign. Let ax be a phase 
of (qt) corresponding to (ul9 vx). Then 
(11) axxx = fi*al5 
where e* e (£ satisfies (6) with C = /*. Each phase of (q2) is of the form ea^, 
& e (£, h G §. The relation (2) holds for (u2, v2) if and only if the phase a2 of the 
pair (u2? v2) satisfies a2Tx = e*a2. Hence such e e C and h e § should exist that 
e a ^ ^ = e*ed1h 
or 
(12) ea^f^'A = e*eaxh. 
From (11) we get atTf
n*' = e*simh'<*x. Hence (12) gives 
(13) ee*simh's-1 =8*. 
With respect to the second part of Lemma 4, for sign A' = 1 also sign 8' = 1, 
since (13) is then satisfied for e = id, id' = 1; and for sign h' = — 1, we get sign e' = 
= - 1 (e.g. for e in (6) with C = I J). However in both cases sign (e'. h') = 1 
and for a2 = ea-A we have sign a2 = sign ax, i.e., the sign of wronskian of (u2, v2) 
is the same as for (ux, vx). Hence the condition 3. is satisfied for both (qt) and (q2). 
If tei^is of category (1, k)9 then 6i(*0) - x0 + kn sign ot't (see Lemma 1), and 
we have 
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fi2(«(*o)) = e£f8n/l '(xo) = e(x0 + kn sign a'j . sign A') = 
= e(*o) + kn sign (ai . h' . ef) 
= s(x0) + k7i sign a2 . 
According to Lemma 2, (q2) is of category (1, k). 
If (q0 is of category (2, k), let a t denote its phase that satisfies (8). Evidently 
a i * ! 1 = : e e ( E . Then 
(14) 8e""1a2(t + TT) = ea,A(t + rc) = a ^ ^ + TT) = 
= oci(h(t) + Trsignh') = 
= od(h(t)) + (2k + a) n sign A' = 
= ee_1a2(l) + (2k + a) n . sign A'. 
Since 
e2 : = sign A' . ee"
x e (£, e2a2 is a phase of (q2). 
From (14) we have 
g2a2(t + n) = e2a2(0 + (2k + a) n9 
that due to Lemma 3 shows that (q2) is of category (2, k). 
Hence both in real and complex cases (qx) and (q2) are of the same category, 
i.e. also the condition 2. is satisfied. I 
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